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(57) ABSTRACT 
A shelter in the form of a tubular structure with closeable 
openings at each end. Material is to be a lightweight core, 
Such as PVC or Rohacell foam, Sandwiched between two 
skin layers, each of which consists of fiberglass, carbon 
fiber, or aramid fiber. Form is to be several sections that can 
be expanded and contracted telescopically thereby allowing 
for transport as a backpack while contracted, and shelter for 
a Supine adult while expanded. The Sections are to be linked 
and not independent or free-Standing. The Sections at either 
end are to have rigid doors that allow access to the shelter 
interior. When fully expanded, the Sections lock together 
providing for an airtight, rigid Structure. This structure may 
Serve as Shelter and hyperbaric chamber for treatment of 
illnesses Such as those resulting from exposure to low 
barometric pressures at high altitudes (e.g., HACE, HAPE). 
The Structure can be fitted with a pump and a preSSure 
release valve, which allow for control of barometric preSSure 
to relieve Such ailments associated with high altitudes. The 
shelter takes the place of Separate backpack, tent or other 
shelter, insulating pad, Sleeping bag, and transportable 
hyperbaric device. 
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COLLAPSIBLE, TRANSPORTABLE, COMPOSITE 
SHELTER AND HYPERBARIC CHAMBER 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application claims priority to U.S. 
Provisional Application No. 60/508,685, filed on Oct. 6, 
2003. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention generally relates to a unique 
collapsible shelter which can act as a shelter and/or hyper 
baric chamber. In particular, this novel device can be col 
lapsible for easy Storage and transporting, as well has 
adapted with a preSSure regulator to act as a hyperbaric 
chamber if necessary. 
0004 2. Discussion of the Background Art 
0005 Throughout time, man has depended during his 
travels upon a Standard System of warmth and shelter. This 
System has often included a tent of Some Sort, blankets or a 
Sleeping bag, an insulating pad or additional blanket, and a 
backpack or alternative bag in which to transport these 
items. In recent times, as man has Sought the Summits of 
high altitude peaks, research and technology has enabled the 
advent of portable hyperbaric chambers, which counter the 
physical ailments caused by low barometric pressures. This 
tool has contributed yet another bulky variable to the equip 
ment equation. Although the materials used to produce these 
tools have evolved over time, the equipment itself has not 
changed appreciably in over 75 years. One need only look 
at the equipment of a modem mountain climber as compared 
to that used on the failed 1924 British Everest Expedition to 
realize the amazing lack of development in mountaineering 
gear. 

0006 The shelter of the present invention radically 
changes the Status quo Scenario of mountaineering. In doing 
So, it remedies a number of problems with which climbers 
have attempted to deal over the course of nearly a century. 
These problems include: 

0007 (a) Heavy weight resulting from the need for 
Separate backpack, sleeping bag, insulating pad, tent, 
and hyperbaric chamber; 

0008 (b) Complexity of and resultant disorganiza 
tion in dealing with each backpack, Sleeping bag, 
insulating pad, tent, and hyperbaric chamber; inter 
dependency of tent, Sleeping bag, and insulating pad 
Such that each must be present and fully functioning 
in order to reap the benefits of any Single element; 

0009 (c) Dangerously lengthy deployment and 
breakdown time for Sleeping bag, insulating pad, 
tent, and hyperbaric chamber, particularly in adverse 
conditions, 

0010) (d) Frailty of tents that are prone to damage or 
catastrophic failure in adverse conditions, Such as 
exposure to high winds, i.e., tents are easily damaged 
by exposure to heat, fuels, mildew, Sharp instru 
ments, a simple misplaced Step, or simply by Setting 
it up too quickly; 
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0011 (e) Loud noise produced by tents in wind, 
which inhibits sleep and promotes high levels of 
mental StreSS, 

0012 (f) Non-utility of sleeping bags when wet, and 
non-waterproof backpacks, 

0013 (g) Need for a shelter site that is level and 
large enough to accommodate a tent and its contents. 
A great deal of time and energy is often expended in 
the location and leveling of a Site, which renders 
repeated breakdown, moving, and Set-up of tents 
Several times in the course of a short traveling 
window impractical and often impossible. Addition 
ally, Selected and leveled Sites may remain uncom 
fortable; 

0014 (h) Heavy weight and bulkiness of hyperbaric 
chambers such that climbers usually bring fewer 
chambers than members on an expedition, negating 
the possibility of treating multiple victims of high 
altitude ailments Simultaneously; 

0015 (i) Unnecessary difficulty in placing a debili 
tated perSon into a portable hyperbaric chamber; 

0016 (i) Need to insert a sleeping bag into current 
portable hyperbaric chambers in order to warm a 
Victim during treatment; 

0017 (k) Use of excessive space, which is at a 
premium in any expedition, by the need for Separate 
tent, sleeping bag, insulating pad, and hyperbaric 
chamber. This space could be used for other required 
Supplies or equipment; 

0018 (1) Purchase of separate tent, backpack, sleep 
ing bag, insulating pad, and hyperbaric chamber, 
whereby consumers purchase products from differ 
ent manufacturers or retailers, 

0019 (m) Susceptibility of inflatable insulating pads 
to puncture, rendering them nearly useless, 

0020 (n) Insufficiency of tent, sleeping bag, and 
insulating pad-even when functioning to utmost 
capability-in protecting against natural elements, 
especially cold; 

0021 (o) Need to remove Supplies contained within 
a backpack in order for them to be ministered within 
a shelter; 

0022 (p) Multiple guy lines and anchor points nec 
essary for tent Support. Each anchor point requires an 
anchor, thereby necessitating the buying of more 
needed equipment or the carrying of more anchor 
tools, 

0023 (q) Multiple materials and methods required 
for Separate manufacture of tents, backpacks, Sleep 
ing bags, insulating pads, and hyperbaric chambers, 

0024 (r) Inflexibility of tent, sleeping bag, and 
insulating pad sizes So that multiple patterns and 
sizes needed to Suit different proportions, 

0025 (s) Unsuitable surfaces of tents and backpacks 
for the permanent attachment of a Solar array; and 
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0026 (t) Difficulty in cleaning tents, backpacks, 
Sleeping bags, insulating pads, and portable hyper 
baric chambers. 

0027. The present invention overcomes many of the 
aforementioned problems by Significantly reducing weight 
by combining the shelter, backpack, Sleeping bag, insulating 
pad and hyperbaric chamber into a single item. The present 
invention also provides simplification and increased order 
liness through combining of Shelter, backpack, sleeping bag, 
insulating pad and hyperbaric chamber into one item. It also 
provides for easy and quick deployment to ensure greater 
Simplicity and Singularity of gear So as to enable travel 
during Short periods of good conditions. Such facility of 
movement has not been possible previously and Signifi 
cantly increases one's chances of Success and Safety. The 
present invention also provides Superior resistance to exte 
rior forces, heat, fuels, organic growth, and Sharp instru 
ments as a result of its composition and deployment of the 
hard-walled rigid shelter. 
0028. The present invention also provides comparatively 
quiet interior resulting from muffling effects of the present 
invention's composition resulting in decreased mental StreSS 
of climbers. Due to the present invention's unique compo 
Sition it is impervious to water and is water resistant in both 
modes, as backpack and as Shelter. The present invention 
also provides an ability to insulate the occupant whether wet 
or dry. 
0029. The present invention may be deployed on non 
level Surfaces, including rough Surfaces, and on Sites Smaller 
than the shelter where the Shelter may overhang an edge. The 
interior comfort is the same whether the shelter is deployed 
Suspended or on a Smooth, level Surface. 
0.030. One of the unique multifunctional capabilities of 
the present invention is that it can also serve as a hyperbaric 
chamber, thereby obviating the need for carrying a separate 
chamber. Thus, the present invention has the dual advantage 
of eliminating additional bulk and weight as well as ensuring 
that each climber may be treated through the use of his own 
shelter. 

0.031) Another problem which the present invention 
addresses is that it provides easy ingreSS of a debilitated or 
unconscious victim of high altitude-induced ailments for 
hyperbaric treatment permitted by the openings at either end 
of the present invention. The rigid nature of the present 
invention also alleviates problems for the administrators of 
treatment that are associated with a deflated hyperbaric bag. 
0.032 The present invention also eliminates the need for 
a sleeping bag or blanket with which to keep warm a patient 
being treated hyperbarically due to the insulating quality of 
the present invention. 
0033. The present invention also substantially decreases 
the possibility of damage and Subsequent System inefficacy 
due to the shelter floors insulating and resilient composite 
material. 

0034. The present invention also eliminates the need for 
Separate removal and transfer of Supplies from a backpack 
into a tent, as the shelter Serves as both. That is, one may 
Simply access the contents by entering the shelter. 
0.035 Another unique aspect of the present invention is 
that it does not need Structural Support from guy lines due to 
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the shelter's hard rigid body. Only a few guy lines are 
necessary for anchoring the shelter in high winds or leveling 
it off. Fewer guy lines require fewer anchors, in turn 
requiring fewer buried tools or anchor tools. 
0036) The present invention is easily made to order for 
individual customers due to the Shelter's modular design. 
The nesting of the Sections allows each to be used for a 
different part of the Shelter depending upon the dimensions 
of the customer. This modularity allows for the simple 
production and Storage of disassembled shelters and for the 
Simple replacement of damaged Sections. The modularity 
also allows the manufacturer to keep in Supply a relatively 
Specific range of Shelter Sizes, which can be cut to fit the 
length of the individual consumer. 
0037. The present invention also provides many addi 
tional advantages, which shall become apparent as described 
below. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0038 A collapsible shelter comprising: at least two tele 
Scopic body portions disposed Such that at least a first body 
portion is collapsibly disposable within a Second body 
portion when in a collapsible mode; and at least one door 
disposed on an end portion of the telescopic body portion 
which is not adjacent another telescopic body portion; 
wherein the telescopic body portions may be expanded and 
affixed to one another when in an expanded mode. 
0039 The shelter further comprises at least one window 
disposed within at least one telescopic body portion. Pref 
erably, the window is removably disposed within a side wall 
of the telescopic body portion. 
0040. The telescopic body portions are affixed to one 
another in an expanded mode by means of oppositely 
disposed flanges, wherein the flanges are disposed on adja 
cent end portions of the telescopic body portions and 
wherein at least one of the flanges comprise a lock pin, 
wherein the lock pin Secures the first and Second body 
portions when in the expanded mode. Preferably, at least one 
of the flanges comprises a gasket, thereby forming an 
airtight Seal between the adjacent telescopic body portions 
when the telescopic body portions are in the expanded mode. 
0041. The telescopic body portions preferably comprise 
an insulating layer and a hollow core. The insulating layer 
comprises a core layer disposed between a pair of external 
layers. The core layer is at least one insulating material 
Selected from the group consisting of expanded hexagonal 
aramid, PVC Foam, and RohacellE) foam. The external 
layers are at least one material Selected from the group 
consisting of plastic, fibers immersed in a thermoset plastic, 
and fiberglass. 

0042. According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, the shelter further comprises a preSSure regulator, 
thereby allowing the shelter to act as a hyperbaric chamber. 
The pressure regulator comprises a valve disposed about a 
Side wall of one of the telescopic body portions for increas 
ing the air preSSure within the shelter, and a pressure relief 
Valve disposed about a Side wall of one of the telescopic 
body portions for controlling the pressure within the Shelter. 
0043. In yet another embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the shelter further comprises a backpack frame dis 
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posed about the Outer Surface of the largest diameter tele 
Scopic body portion, thereby acting as a backpack when in 
the collapsible mode. 
0044) The present invention also involves a method for 
forming a Shelter, comprising: expanding a collapsible shel 
ter comprising at least two telescopic body portions disposed 
Such that at least a first body portion is collapsibly dispos 
able within a Second body portion; and at least one door 
disposed on an end portion of the telescopic body portion 
which is not adjacent another telescopic body portion; and 
affixing the telescopic body portions to one another to avoid 
collapsing of the Shelter during use. This method may 
further comprise the Step of regulating the pressure within 
the shelter, thereby allowing the Shelter to act as a hyperbaric 
chamber. 

0.045. Further objects, features and advantages of the 
present invention will be understood by reference to the 
following drawings and detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.046 FIG. 1 is a one-dimensional cross-sectional ren 
dering, which shows the three-layer Sandwich composite 
wall of the invention. 

0047 FIG. 2 is a one-dimensional cross-sectional ren 
dering as viewed from the Side, which shows the pin locking 
mechanism within the three-layer Sandwich composite wall 
at the Structural junction of two invention Sections. This 
exemplifies the flange used to Secure the expanded Sections. 
0.048 FIG. 3 is a rendering of a cross section of the 
invention as viewed from the end, with the enclosed occu 
pant. 

0049 FIG. 4 is a three-dimensional rendering, which 
shows the fully expanded invention with associated parts. 
0050 FIG. 5 is an exploded via of a plug/valve port 
according to the present invention when shelter is to be used 
as a hyperbaric chamber. 
0051 FIGS. 6a and b are a cross-sectional side view and 
a front planar view of a relief valve which may be inserted 
into the plug/valve port of FIG. 5. 
0.052 FIGS. 7a and b are a cross-sectional side view and 
a front planar view of a inflation valve which may be 
inserted into the plug/valve port of FIG. 5. 
0053 FIG. 8 is a exploded view of a body portion of the 
shelter having a backpack harneSS disposed thereon accord 
ing to another embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0.054 Modern-day mountaineering requires time, endur 
ance, and, most important, dependable equipment. The 
present invention directly affects each of these elements. By 
decreasing the weight of the mountaineer's load, the inven 
tion exponentially increases the chances of the mountain 
eer's Success. A lighter load enables one to move more 
rapidly. Easier and faster Shelter deployment also facilitates 
quick movement between Sites and with leSS depletion of 
energy. Most importantly, with a nearly indestructible and 
completely insulating shelter, one can climb with a greatly 
lowered risk of exposure to the elements, and Subsequently, 
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a lowered risk of serious injury or death. Moreover, the 
shelter offerS hyperbaric chamber capability, rendering treat 
ment of high altitude induced ailments easier and more 
effective. The shelter eliminates equipment, weighs less, is 
extremely resilient, and is more easily and faster deployed 
than anything developed in the past. 

0055. The present invention is a shelter in the form of a 
tubular triangular structure with closeable openings at each 
end that can be expanded and contracted telescopically. Its 
primary use is to protect an adult in a cold and/or high 
altitude environment (FIG. 3). The shelter replaces tent, 
backpack, Sleeping bag, insulating pad, and/or portable 
hyperbaric chamber. 

0056. The shelter is comprised of several hollow cylin 
drical Sections whose walls are constructed of a three-layer 
sandwich composite (FIG. 1). The evacuated core layer 1 is 
comprised of a strong lightweight core material, Such as 
rigid expanded PVC foam bonded between two outer layers 
2, each of which is made of a woven sheet of fiberglass fibers 
immersed in a thermoset plastic. This composite Structure is 
routinely used in the construction of aerospace vehicles. 
Each hollow cylindrical section 3 is sized to nest within the 
next larger Section thereby allowing Several nested Sections 
to telescope outward. Each end of the assembled shelter is 
fitted with a corresponding frame 8 and door Structure 4, 
both constructed of the same Sandwich composite as Speci 
fied for the walls. 

0057. As shown in FIG. 2, each hollow cylindrical 
Section 3 has a flange 5a or 5b circumscribing the opening 
at each end of the section. The two outer cylinders of the 
shelter have flanges 5a or 5b on only the ends in contact with 
middle cylinder(s) since the terminal end of each outer 
cylinder will accommodate a doorframe instead. Each flange 
5a is accordingly offset either within the cylinder or without 
in order to oppose the corresponding flange 5b of the 
cylinder that nests within. When the structures are 
assembled and the resultant shelter is expanded outward, the 
corresponding flanges engage 5a and 5b, prohibiting the 
cylinders from Separating. Several locking pins 6 are then 
engaged on the exterior of the shelter 3, which prohibit the 
cylinders from nesting and permitting an airtight connection 
to be formed between oppositely disposed flanges 5a and 5b 
by means of gaskets 15. Once the flanges. 5a and 5b are in 
place, then one end 16 of pin 6 is forced via spring 17 into 
locking port or hole 18 disposed within the oppositely 
disposed cylindrical section 3. The shelter is thereby fully 
expanded, locked, and rigid (FIG. 4). 
0.058 Round window holes 7 between three and five 
inches in diameter are present in the walls of the largest of 
the cylinders and in each door. Disposed within window 
holes 7 are a Sealing neoprene gasket 26. A short, thin, round 
plastic cylinder is threaded and sleeves each hole 10. The 
holes are mated with identically threaded round plugs of 
corresponding diameter and cylinder wall thickness 11. The 
round plugs are constructed of transparent plastic that is 
hollow and evacuated. As depicted in FIG. 5, a second 
round plug configuration 20 is constructed Similarly to the 
first plug, but with a relief valve or inflation valve of FIGS. 
6a, b and FIGS. 7a, b, respectively, being threaded into a 
collar 22, which perforates through the center of the plug. 
The respective relief or inflation valve is seated into collar 
22 by means of a neoprene washer 24. This valve is either 
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the Halkey-Roberts type of pressure inflation valve as shown 
in FIGS. 7a, b, commonly used on whitewater rafts, or a 
Halkey-Roberts pressure relief valve as shown in FIGS. 
6a,b. The pressure inflation valve and the pressure relief 
Valve configurations are used simultaneously during the 
invention's use as a hyperbaric chamber. 
0059) The preferred pressure relief valve is shown in 
FIGS. 6a,b as valve 30 comprising a body 32 of aluminum 
black anodize with a spring 34 and spring guide 36. Valve 30 
also includes a neoprene gasket 38 and washer 40, as well 
as a nut 42 threadably disposed about a threaded portion of 
body 32. 
0060. The preferred inflation valve is shown in FIGS. 
7a,b as valve 50 comprising a body portion 52, gasket 54, 
Steel Spring 56, polypropylene poppet guide 58, cap 60, pull 
cord 62, nut 64, stem 66, hypalon seal 68 and o-ring 70. 
0061 Disengaging locking pins 6 and nesting the cylin 
ders together collapses the shelter. In its collapsed form, the 
shelter may be utilized as a container and transported as a 
backpack. Doorframes 8 are attached to either end of the 
shelter 3 using adhesive or fasteners. The doors 4 may be 
attached to the doorframes 8 from the inside or outside of the 
shelter by placing the door in the shelter opening and 
engaging the lockS 9, not shown in detail, located on three 
corners of the door 4. 

0062) The shelter can be used as a hyperbaric chamber to 
treat Symptoms of low barometric pressure induced ailments 
Such as pulmonary edema. The victim is placed inside the 
shelter and an inflation valve plug and a preSSure relief valve 
plug are threaded into the window holes and Sealed by 
means of a neoprene gasket. The doors 4 of the shelter are 
attached from the inside of the shelter and locked. A com 
mon foot operated bellows or compressed air tank is fitted 
with a corresponding hose and attached by threads to the 
inflation valve as would be done inflating a white water raft. 
Air pressure within the shelter is then increased through the 
use of the pump or tank until it Surpasses the pressure rating 
of the set relief valve, when the interior air is exhausted. The 
increased air pressure is continued until further treatment is 
deemed unnecessary. 
0.063. The shelter walls may be produced in a manner 
Similar to that used in the production of composite Sandwich 
Structures utilized in the aerospace industry. A molding tool 
is constructed, around which (or within which) the compos 
ite walls are formed. A fiberglass-impregnated thermoset 
plastic layer is wrapped around the tool, followed by the 
lightweight rigid foam core material and then the Second 
fiberglass-impregnated thermoset plastic layer. An adhesive 
is used between the layers. Another tool is then positioned 
to help compress the Sandwich layers. The assemblage is 
placed in a vacuum bag and hoses connected to a vacuum 
pump pulling between 5.0 and 29.9 inches of mercury at 
STP are connected to the vacuum bag. The arrangement is 
placed in an industrial autoclave and compressed and heated 
for the duration and Standards Specified by the thermoset 
plastic manufacturer. The doorframes, doors, and window 
plugs are produced in a like manner. Completed cylinder 
Section may be Selected and nested according to the body 
size of the user. The total thickness of the Sandwich com 
posite walls, doorframes, and window plugs is between 0.25 
and 1.0 inch depending upon the final length of the expanded 
shelter. The total thickness of the doors is 0.75 inch. 
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0064 All hard points requiring parts constructed of mate 
rial other than the Sandwich composite materials or material 
already mentioned are made from a resilient thermoplastic 
or thermoset plastic. The flanges utilize plastic of this type. 
All Seams are lined with a flexible, insulating neoprene foam 
gasket sized to fit the corresponding Space. The gasket 
material used to insulate and Seal the Seams may vary as long 
as the final result is acceptable within the parameters of 
usage, Weight, Strength, and insulation. 
0065. The cross-sectional shape of the shelter may be any 
shape that results in a hollow cylinder. Moreover, there may 
alternatively be only one door opening in either end of the 
shelter instead of one at both ends. Moreover, the number of 
cylinder Sections may be decreased to two Sections, or 
increased to any number of Sections as long as the Structural 
Strength, overall volume, and function are within usage 
limits. The length of each Section may also vary according 
to the needs of the user as long as the above parameters are 
met. 

0066 One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that 
the walls of the shelter may be constructed of materials other 
than those described above as long as the weight, Strength, 
insulating, and Volume qualities are similar or improved. 
0067. The flanges may be of a variety of different shapes 
know to those of ordinary skill in the art and may be made 
of different materials from those described above; provided 
that the flanges provide a lock fit and are airtight. 
0068 The number, placement, and dimension of the 
window openings are unlimited in possible variation pro 
vided that the overall function of the invention is not 
compromised. 

0069. The door locks may vary in number and may be 
located either on the door(s) or on the door frame(s) or on 
both. 

0070 The sandwich composite may consist of up to and 
exceeding Seven layers, including wool and Mylar', in 
order to best function. Final thickness of the walls and 
door(s) may vary within the usage parameters outlined 
above. 

0071 Alternatively, a backpack harness 80, as shown in 
FIG. 8, can be affixed to the exterior side wall of a telescopic 
body portion 82 for easy of transport. Harness 80 is pref 
erably affixed to body portion 82 by means of NylonTM 
webbing or straps 82 which are connected to the surface of 
body portion 82 via multiple hardpoints or latches 86. 

0072) While I have shown and described several embodi 
ments in accordance with my invention, it is to be clearly 
understood that the same may be Susceptible to numerous 
changes apparent to one skilled in the art. Therefore, I do not 
wish to be limited to the details shown and described but 
intend to show all changes and modifications that come 
within the Scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A collapsible shelter comprising: 

at least two telescopic body portions disposed Such that at 
least a first body portion is collapsibly disposable 
within a Second body portion when in a collapsible 
mode; and 
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at least one door disposed on an end portion of Said 
telescopic body portion which is not adjacent another 
telescopic body portion; 

wherein Said telescopic body portions may be expanded 
and affixed to one another when in an expanded mode. 

2. The shelter according to claim 1, further comprising at 
least one window disposed within at least one telescopic 
body portion. 

3. The shelter according to claim 2, wherein said window 
is removably disposed within a side wall of Said telescopic 
body portion. 

4. The Shelter according to claim 1, wherein Said tele 
Scopic body portions are affixed to one another in an 
expanded mode by means of oppositely disposed flanges, 
wherein Said flanges are disposed on adjacent end portions 
of Said telescopic body portions and wherein at least one of 
Said flanges comprise a lock pin, wherein Said lock pin 
Secures said first and Second body portions when in Said 
expanded mode. 

5. The shelter according to claim 4, wherein at least one 
of Said flanges comprises a gasket, thereby forming an 
airtight Seal between said adjacent telescopic body portions 
when Said telescopic body portions are in Said expanded 
mode. 

6. The Shelter according to claim 1, wherein Said tele 
Scopic body portions comprise an insulating layer and a 
hollow core. 

7. The shelter according to claim 6, wherein Said insulat 
ing layer comprises a core layer disposed between a pair of 
external layers. 

8. The shelter according to claim 7, wherein said core 
layer is at least one insulating material Selected from the 
group consisting of expanded hexagonal aramid, PVC 
foams and other foams. 

9. The shelter according to claim 7, wherein said external 
layers are at least one material Selected from the group 
consisting of plastic, fibers immersed in a thermoset plastic, 
and fiberglass. 

10. The shelter according to claim 1, further comprising 
a preSSure regulator, thereby allowing Said shelter to act as 
a hyperbaric chamber. 

11. The shelter according to claim 10, wherein said 
preSSure regulator comprises a valve disposed about a side 
wall of one of Said telescopic body portions for increasing 
Said air preSSure within Said shelter, and a pressure relief 
Valve disposed about a side wall of one of Said telescopic 
body portions for controlling the pressure within Said shel 
ter. 

12. The shelter according to claim 1, further comprising 
a backpack frame disposed about the Outer Surface of the 
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largest diameter telescopic body portion, thereby acting as a 
backpack when in Said collapsible mode. 

13. A method for forming a shelter, comprising: 
expanding a collapsible shelter comprising at least two 

telescopic body portions disposed Such that at least a 
first body portion is collapsibly disposable within a 
Second body portion; and at least one door disposed on 
an end portion of Said telescopic body portion which is 
not adjacent another telescopic body portion; and 

affixing Said telescopic body portions to one another to 
avoid collapsing of Said shelter during use. 

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein said 
telescopic body portions are affixed to one another means of 
oppositely disposed flanges, wherein Said flanges are dis 
posed on adjacent end portions of Said telescopic body 
portions and wherein at least one of Said flanges comprise a 
lock pin, wherein Said lock pin Secures Said first and Second 
body portions. 

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein at least 
one of Said flanges comprises a gasket, thereby forming an 
airtight Seal between Said adjacent telescopic body portions. 

16. The method according to claim 13, wherein said 
telescopic body portions comprise an insulating layer and a 
hollow core. 

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein said 
insulating layer comprises a core layer disposed between a 
pair of external layers. 

18. The method according to claim 71, wherein said core 
layer is at least one insulating material Selected from the 
group consisting of expanded hexagonal aramid, PVC 
foams and other foams. 

19. The method according to claim 17, wherein said 
external layers are at least one material Selected from the 
group consisting of plastic, fibers immersed in a thermoset 
plastic, and fiberglass. 

20. The method according to claim 13, further comprising 
regulating the pressure within Said shelter, thereby allowing 
Said shelter to act as a hyperbaric chamber. 

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein the 
regulating of Said pressure is performed by a preSSure 
regulator which comprises a valve disposed about a side 
wall of one of Said telescopic body portions for increasing 
Said air preSSure within Said shelter, and a pressure relief 
Valve disposed about a side wall of one of Said telescopic 
body portions for controlling the preSSure within Said shel 
ter. 


